Buy LTO-7 Drives
and we’ll buy
your media!

Get the benefits of LTO-7 and enjoy the benefits of free LTO-7 media too! With this
limited-time offer, you can get 20 free pieces of LTO media (over $3,000 value) for every
LTO-7 drive purchased for a Scalar® i6000, Scalar i6, or Scalar i500 library, or StorNext®
AEL archive(1). This is a tremendous opportunity to eliminate the operational expense
associated with updating to a new technology.
By upgrading to LTO-7, you can benefit from the following savings:
• Drives | Faster performance; fewer drives needed.
• Service | Fewer drives; fewer service contracts.
• Media | Reduce tapes needed by 75%(2), and we’re buying you 20 for each drive purchased.
• Vaulting | 4X more capacity per tape;(2) lower tape vaulting costs.

SEE YOUR PAYBACK ON INVESTMENT WITHIN THREE YEARS!
Visit www.quantum.com/tape to learn more about our full suite of tape solutions.
Contact Quantum to learn more: 800-677-6268

(1) Terms and conditions apply (see back for details).
(2)Assumes moving up two generations, from LTO-5.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This promotional program is valid for any order that Quantum receives through March 31, 2018 that
meets the following conditions:
This program applies to drives purchased for a Scalar i6, Scalar i500, Scalar i6000, AEL6, AEL500, and
AEL6000, including upgrades to an existing system and drives purchased with a new system.
For every LTO-7 drive purchased, Quantum will credit the cost of 20 pre-labeled Quantum LTO-7 tapes.
A discount will be applied to the drive price, equivalent to the price of up to 20 pre-labeled Quantum
LTO-7 tapes.
If the customer orders fewer than 20 tapes, then the drive price will be reduced by the corresponding
value of tapes purchased.
Customers may purchase more than 20 tapes per drive, and the credit applied will be limited to a
maximum of 20 for each drive purchased.
The discount must be taken off the drive price and purchase orders cannot include any media at a $0 price.
This program can stack with the “Free Advanced Reporting and EDLM Licensing When Quantum Media
is Purchased with New Scalar Libraries” Program—the free tapes can apply to the media purchase
requirement of the “Free Advanced Reporting and EDLM Licensing” program.
This program does not stack with special pricing.
Quantum reserves the right to cancel or alter this program without prior notice.
Other terms and conditions may apply.

ABOUT QUANTUM
Quantum is a leading expert in scale-out tiered storage, archive, and data protection, providing solutions for capturing, sharing,
and preserving digital assets over the entire data lifecycle. From small businesses to major enterprises, more than 100,000
customers have trusted Quantum to address their most demanding data workflow challenges. Quantum's end-to-end, tiered
storage foundation enables customers to maximize the value of their data by making it accessible whenever and wherever
needed, retaining it indefinitely and reducing total cost and complexity. See how at www.quantum.com/customerstories.
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